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PRESIDENT'S
MESSAGE
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“Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful,
committed citizens can change the world.
Indeed, it is the only thing that ever has.” -Margaret Mead
As autumn unfolds, the world continues to wrestle
with Covid-19 and all its complications. Although the
pandemic has seen recent increases in cases, we are
pleased to report that the state of Oaxaca continues
with its efforts to get everyone vaccinated.
Thanks to the kindness and generosity of CANFRO
supporters, during this past year we
continued to help children and families with
necessary supports, especially food and
health care, as well as access to education, which
the families are so grateful to receive.
We are always moved by the resilience of the people
with whom we work, especially the staff and
volunteers who deliver the services offered by
CANFRO projects. Together we offer hope for a
better future.
The CANFRO Board of Directors continues to plan for
the future of our organization, and this past year
saw the creation and approval of a document of Core
Values that will inform decision-making and actions.
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CANFRO CORE VALUES:
COMPASSION: COMMITMENT TO MAXIMIZING THE
POTENTIAL OF OAXACAN CHILDREN AND YOUTH BY
MANAGING PROJECTS WITH A FOCUS ON
INDIGENOUS FAMILIES AND THEIR COMMUNITIES.
We will:
Be generous with time, expertise and financial
resources
Build strong relationships between donors and
partner agencies
Adapt projects in response to opportunities and
changing needs
ACCOUNTABILITY: RESPONSIBILITY TO DONORS,
PARTNER AGENCIES, PROVINCIAL AND FEDERAL
REGULATORY BODIES.
We will:
Act with integrity and professionalism
Monitor and control projects in a fiscally
responsible manner
Be transparent and efficient in communications
and reporting methods
NON AFFILITATION: NON-ALLIGNMENT WITH ANY
RELIGIOUS OR POLITICAL ORGANZIATION.
We will:
Act in accordance with the core values
Remain neutral and refrain from engaging in
any controversy
Follow non-discriminatory policies in
employment practices and volunteer
recruitment

FRIENDLINESS: RESPONSIVENESS TO DONORS,
VOLUNTEERS, PARTNER AGENCIES AND DIFFERENT
COMMUNITIES.
We will:
Develop a cohesive, co-operative relationship
among team members
Develop systems and procedures that invite
engagement
Create a sense of belonging and have fun
RESPECT: PASSION FOR EMPOWERMENT AND
CULTURAL AUTONOMY.
We will:
Develop diverse projects to serve diverse
populations
Practice inclusion in demonstrable ways
Show trust and respect in all relationships
OPENNESS: HONEST EVEN-HANDEDNESS IN ALL
ACTIVITIES.
We will:
Match words with actions
Accept responsibility for our actions and share
our success as a team
Evaluate the effectiveness and quality of all
services provided
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CANFRO was formed in 2012 by a small group of volunteers who wanted to partner with established NGOs
in Oaxaca to deliver specific projects and ensure that Canadian donors received charitable receipts.
Below is a chart that demonstrates the slow, steady growth of donations. Current annual donations are
less than $100,000; the first Legacy Gift of $140,000 from the Estate of Judi Schwartz was received over
two fiscal years.

Over the years, Partner Agencies have increased to five delivering six CANFRO projects. Total administration
costs have remained below $5,000 per year.

During 2020-21, we signed new five-year agreements with all five Partner Agencies, ensuring that the six
CANFRO projects will continue as long as Canadians continue to donate. As CANFRO continues to raise
awareness of the opportunities for giving, the volume of work entailed in managing communications, donor
relations and other aspects of the projects also increases. The Board is planning to hire a part-time
Administrative Coordinator to help manage the workload. CANFRO continues to position itself for a
sustainable and productive future. Thank you for being part of the ongoing development of Canadian Friends
of Oaxaca.

SANDRA THOMSON
President
October 2021

A TYPICAL

SUCCESS
STORY
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It looks like a delightful toy—a sturdy wooden cart,
shaped like a little truck, with rugged tires and plenty
of space inside. It was the cart that first captured the
attention of the children of San Jerónimo Tecoalt, in the
Cañada region of Oaxaca state. But soon, the books inside
the cart, and the wonderful stories and pictures inside the
books, took over as the main attraction.
“El carrito de lectura” (the reading cart) is an ingenious
strategy to overcome pandemic restrictions.
Librarian Elvira Abigail Calixto Duarte and her colleague
Gabriela Morales Sota, education councillor, were looking
for a way for the children from their village, and from
other nearby pueblos, to be able to access the collection
of childreńs books provided by CANFRO partner agency
Libros para Pueblos. Access to the library had been shut
off due to the pandemic.
“Sometimes you have to look at things as children do,”
says Gabriela. This toy-sized truck, which they use to
bring books to every corner of the town, was their
creative solution. They turned to blacksmiths and
carpenters from the community, using recycled materials.
They recorded an audio announcement to invite the
children to come out and wait for the cart, which the
children do “with great enthusiasm.”
With donations from Canadians to CANFRO's Book Project,
Libros Para Pueblos has donated a second cart and
additional books. The carrito even reaches families who
weren’t library users before. “In San Jerónimo sometimes
it rains a lot, and that is why the children do not go up to
the centre of town where the library is.” Now more
children have the opportunity to read for pleasure, and
their parents and grandparents are also experiencing the
importance of reading.
For more success stories, see canfro.ca/projects

THE

FOOD
PROJECT
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Children can’t learn on empty stomachs. In “normal”
times, CANFRO’s Food Project helps children learn
by supporting the meal program at our partner
agency, El Centro de Esperanza Infantil (CEI)/The
Centre of Hope for Children. Youngsters from lowincome and marginalized families access balanced,
nutritious meals five days a week, year-round
(except for extended school vacations) at CEI.
CANFRO’s Food Project pays the cook’s salary and
benefits, and purchases drinking water and food.
But “normal” times ended in March 2020, when the
pandemic struck, and all services at CEI were
suspended. Family incomes were drastically reduced
as tourists stayed away from Oaxaca—many of the
CEI childreńs parents are street vendors, who
suffered reductions in their already meagre incomes.
CEI began to provide an emergency food program
(despensas) with packages of essential supplies
(rice, beans, cooking oil, etc.) for about 600 CEI
families who came on a rotating basis to pick up
despensas and cash. As was the case during the
beginning of the pandemic, CANFRO committed to
continue funding the despensas in the 2020/21
fiscal year. We have worked hand in hand with CEI’s
dedicated staff, and with our US partner, Oaxaca
Street Children Grassroots, which provided cash to
families for gas bills and transportation. As well, we
have continued to pay the cook’s salary and
benefits.
Twenty-eight Canadian and American donors
contributed to the Food Project despensa fund, with
two special donors sending funds multiple times.
CANFRO is committed to providing food support as
long as the pandemic continues.

THE EDUCATION

PROJECT FOR
GIRLS
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The Education Project for Girls is a program that
reduces obstacles that make getting an education so
difficult for many of Oaxaca’s young Indigenous
women. In this project, CANFRO provides a
guaranteed monthly stipend of 2,000 pesos to
Indigenous girls in Grades 10, 11, and 12, and 3,000
pesos monthly for students in their first year of
university. This ensures that the girls’ families allow
them to stay in school instead of being married or
forced to work.
In 2020/21, CANFRO supported 10 young women who
met the rigorous demands of the program operated
by our partner agency, Fondo Guadalupe Musalem
(FGM). This is the greatest number of students
sponsored by Canadians since CANFRO was formed.
The success rate is very high: 95% of CANFROsponsored students have graduated high school, and
about 40% have gone on to university.
Despite the pandemic, these young women have
continued to excel. The small villages where they live
closed their roads, barring students from attending
FGM’s monthly training activities in the city, so these
programs are now being delivered electronically. We
are now able to support students in their first year
of university, and if they are able to maintain a high
enough grade point average, they are then eligible
for the Mexican Federal Government University
scholarship program to finish their degrees.
Also this year, CANFRO’s reference letter to the
Australian organization FUTURECRUNCH led to a
direct donation of $4350 US to FGM to buy 25
electronic tablets for the students. These have been
especially helpful to the young women's studies as
they quarantined in the villages during the pandemic.

THE

TUTOR
PROJECT
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The Tutor Project pays for Oaxacan university
students to tutor and mentor high school students
from low-income families in Oaxaca City and
surrounding areas. In many cases, the tutors have
themselves received tutoring at our partner agency,
The Oaxaca Learning Centre (TOLC), and
can therefore serve as role models for the students.
TOLC also provides counselling and workshops
related to subjects such as life skills and gender
equity.

Prior to the pandemic, all tutoring occurred in person at TOLC's facilities in Oaxaca de Juárez. In 2020/21, on
the other hand, tutors worked with the high school students remotely, via mobile devices or computers.
TOLC lent mobile phones and other devices to students who could not afford their own and, in some cases, paid
for the necessary internet access.
During each semester, more than 100 students received tutoring virtually. In addition, TOLC provided its
Admission Exam Preparation course, English Certification Program and four-week summer course virtually.
The skills tutors gained in teaching through online technology will help TOLC reach students in a wider
geographical area in the future.
In the past year, TOLC also proceeded with its plans to build new classrooms on top of the building it owns.
It had previously been renting space elsewhere, but now hopes to save considerably by eliminating the need to pay
rent. In 2020/21, Canadian donors contributed about $16,450 CAD to the Tutor Project, including about $4,300 CAD
for the classroom construction project.
Thank you! Your generosity helps to ensure that students at TOLC continue to graduate from high school at
rates far exceeding the national average.

THE

SPEECH &
SIGNING
THERAPY PROJECT
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The effects of the pandemic on deaf children and
their parents in Oaxaca have been profound.
Isolation, poverty, societal stigma, family violence
and other mental health issues have negatively
impacted the well-being of an already vulnerable
population. The pandemic has prevented our partner
agency in Oaxaca, Centro Oaxaqueño de
Rehabilitación de Audio y Lenguaje (CORAL) from
conducting hearing tests in remote villages and
working with children and their parents in person in
Oaxaca.
However, CORAL continues to provide educational
and emotional support to families already registered
prior to the pandemic, via Facebook, WhatsApp,
emails and phone calls. In March 2021, CORAL
delivered virtual Spanish Sign Language instruction
to medical personnel. The course helps health
providers improve care for deaf patients who
experience many difficulties when going to doctors
or hospitals. They had 22 paying participants, and
this has become a new source of revenue for CORAL.
CANFRO continues to contribute a small amount to
the part-time salaries of the Speech and Signing
Therapists. Post-pandemic, donations will be needed
for the psychological counselling that parents of
deaf children require as well as for the children
themselves. CANFRO’s vetting and support of CORAL
has encouraged at least one US donor to contribute
directly to CORAL’s operations.
With more Canadian donors who want to focus on
partnering with the deaf and hard-of-hearing
community CANFRO would be able to make a larger
contribution to assist the great numbers of young
children who need to develop their speech and
signing capabilities.

THE SCHOOL

SPONSORSHIP
PROJECT
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El Centro de Esperanza Infantíl (CEI)/The Centre of
Hope for Children has existed for more than 30 years,
supporting education for children who would
otherwise not be able to attend school. CANFRO’s
School Sponsorship Project began in the 2013/14
school year. Canadian donors help cover the unfunded
but essential costs of Mexican education: uniforms,
books, shoes, supplies, fees, medical care, and other
services. The number of students we sponsor now has
almost doubled from our first year, to 50.
Due to Covid-19, the 2020/21 year was like no other.
Schools closed, and teaching switched to online
and television delivery. Many of the parents of
CANFRO-sponsored students are street vendors, who
lost their livelihoods. Every paid employee at CEI
except one contracted Covid-19 (happily, all have
recovered.) At least one CEI student died, and there
were numerous deaths among family members. A
perfect storm of dislocation and tragedy. Doctora
Martha Canseco, president of CEI, describes some of
the home learning situations as “very sad and
difficult,” with some children facing child abuse,
sexual abuse, gender violence and alcohol abuse.
CANFRO is working with Dra. Martha and our US
partner, Oaxaca Streetchildren Grassroots, to fund the
increasing need for psychological services for CEI
students and their families. CANFRO’S sponsors have
stepped up. They made donations to be used as cash
gifts to the students and their families in August, at
Christmas, and at Easter.
As of fall 2021, some schools have resumed in person;
others are operating with remote learning. Students
were happy to receive their usual two pairs of shoes,
backpacks, uniforms, and school supplies. Thank you
to our many donors whose generosity covers these
costs and assists with funding the psychological
services.

THE

BOOK
PROJECT
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Ingenuity and responsiveness are two words that
well describe the actions of CANFRO's partner
agency, Libros Para Pueblos, during this pandemic
year as it helped deliver our Book Project. The
pandemic forced the complete or partial closure of
many of the 70+
childreńs libraries LPP supports in Oaxaca state.
However, librarians responded by making home
deliveries to children or circulating books in villages
via traveling backpacks or by mobile libraries
contained in specially built wooden carts (paid for by
CANFRO donors). In some cases, children's books
were read aloud from village loudspeakers.
In September 2020, a team of LPP regional
coordinators selected 130 new titles from Mexican
publishers to comprise the 2021 supplemental
collections to libraries—more than 8,000 books in
total—funded by donations of library sponsors. Over
several months, librarians came into Oaxaca de
Juárez a few at a time to obtain their new books.
In lieu of in-person training, this year LPP produced
videos for library managers on topics ranging from
managing inventory to developing puppetry activities.
These videos will be an ongoing resource.
In 2020/21, CANFRO donors sponsored or cosponsored 11 libraries. In addition, CANFRO donors
helped purchase laptops for libraries (a pilot project),
supported rutas literarias (curriculum development),
paid for backpacks filled with books and two mobile
libraries, and helped pay to produce training videos.
The Book Project spent almost $19,000 CAD on the
above in 2020/21. Thank you for your generosity—
literacy transforms lives!

A TYPICAL

SUCCESS
STORY
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From the time Jorge Luis Cordero Márquez was a child, he
was passionate about music, especially the guitar. So
early on he knew it would be his life's work.
At age 11 his family moved from Los Angeles to Oaxaca,
where they had family. In Oaxaca he faced the challenge
of learning Spanish, but also needing help with his
English. At the Oaxaca Learning Centre—one of CANFRO's
five partner agencies—he found the help he needed.
Now age 20 and studying music at university (the Bellas
Artes Universidad Autónoma Benito Juárez de Oaxaca), he
credits the Learning Centre and its tutors, who are funded
by CANFRO's Tutor Project, for helping him with his
English and advancing his education. “They care about our
future,” he says. “They have amazing teachers, they all
teach you with kindness, and they are also very patient
with your progress.”
Jorge Luis is grateful for the help that the Learning Centre
has given him to pursue his dream of teaching music. He
sees a future where he will become a music teacher at a
prestigious music school. “I would also like to thank my
parents,” he says, “who always care for me and want the
best for their son.”
Thanks to his own hard work, his family support, and the
care and coaching of the tutors at the Learning Centre,
this guitarist, drummer, and now budding pianist expects
to graduate in two years.
Many thanks to the Canadian donors to the Tutor Project
who make success stories like that of Jorge
Luis possible.
For more success stories, see canfro.ca/projects

FINANCIAL
OVERVIEW
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Despite—or perhaps because of
—the pandemic, CANFRO
donors gave very generously in
2020/21.
Augmented by funds from the
Judi Schwartz legacy gift, these
donations allowed us to
allocate considerably more to
each of our six projects than
was spent in the previous year.
Spending on the Food Project,
for instance, more than doubled
to $18,300 CAD this year.
In total, CANFRO spent
over $89,000 on projects
versus less than $44,000 in
2019/20.

$92,400
TOTAL EXPENDITURES
PROJECTS:

$ 89,400

ADMINISTRATION:

$

TOTAL:

$ 92,400 CAD

3,000

At the same time, we managed
to decrease administration and
communications costs slightly.

YOU MAKE A DIFFERENCE

THANK
YOU
TO OUR DONORS
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Special Thanks… Our continuing
gratitude to the late Judi Schwartz, whose
legacy gift of $140,000 enables CANFRO
to make an even greater impact on the
lives of impoverished children and youth
in Oaxaca.
Kim & Paul Alexander
Viv Alper
Sheila Amour-Godbolt
Karla Orozco Andrade
April Andrews
Paula Moore-Ansell & Don Ansell
Carolyn Anthony
Nanny Barb (in celebration of Finn
McDonald)
David Bakhurst & Christine Sypnowich
Vicki Bartlett
Virginia Bartley
Kathleen Battle
Dorothy Bauhoff
Barbara Beaseley
Elizabeth Becker
Patricia Beinschroth
Alison Bell
Jacob Berkowitz
Benevity Community Fund
Lucille Blainey
Kathleen Blastorah
Joan Blight
Suzette Blom
Douglas Bouey
Blair Bowen
Karen Brennan
Brooke Broadbent
Christina Burke
Anthony Burton
Greg & Lynn Butler
Len Butticci
Jennifer Campbell
Blanche Cardozo
Cassie and Troy Cardozo-Richardson
Lawrence Carrick
Danielle Charbonneau
Letitia Charbonneau
Rabin Chatterjee
Joseph Cheng
Kenneth Cheng
Mary Choi
Barbara Clough
Robert Coates
Carolyn Corcoran

Debra Craig
Bob Curry & Glenda Slessor
Blair Day
Maureen de West
M a u r i c e & R e b e c c a D́ L i m a
Lisa Doig
Helmat Drost
Sheila du Toit
Darlene Dzendoletas
Nadine Feldman
Elaine Ferbey
Marnie Fleming & Colin Mooers
David Florkow
Carol Forcier
Lynda Forsythe
Galen Foster
Joanne Fraser
Julie Gauthier
John Givens & Trish Keating
Catherine Goddard & Paul
Freudenthaler
Brent Goff
Elizabeth Gowan
Suzanne Grant
Keith Grey
Linda Groth
Paul & Vicki Hand
Sabine Harpe
Aleksandra & Ian Hawley
Arlene Herman
Heather Hisey
Deborah Holdsworth
Penny & Doug Hopkins
Laurie Huck
Freyda Isaacs
Jacque Itie
Val James
Paul Sinclair Jarvis
Bill Juby & Sandra Thomson
Nora Kelly
Mohamed Khaki & Paul Yee
Vinit Khosla
Jahyeon Kim
Mark Kiteley
Helen Kohl
Darcy Kroeker

YOU MAKE A DIFFERENCE

THANK
YOU
TO OUR DONORS
Deborah & Rae Lake
Ronda Larmour
Barbara Linds
Bonnie Livingston
Jennifer Lobo
Larry Loeb
Joanne Long
Jill Lougheed & Sydney Reynolds
John Lucas & Helene Klodawsky
Nina Macintosh
Carol and Simon Maranda
D’Arcy Martin
Oscar Pena Martinez
Dr. Ruth Mathieson
Jan McArdle
Carolyn McAskie & Sylvia Spring
Karen McClintock
Geordie & Erin McComb
Louise McDonald
John McIntosh
Norman McLeod
Marilyn & John McVicar
Beverley Mitchel
Georgette Mitchell
Joanne Moen
Nancy Monaghan
Vickie Morris
Marjorie Murray
Barbara Nakielna
Don Northey
Jeff Nugent
Frances Owen
Steve Page
Susan Paloschi
Jane Parkinson
Jeanne Patenaude
Lourdes Patino
Alex Patton
Michael Peed
Rosy Pellarin
Edwin Phng
Zoe Pickard (requested b’day gift from
grandmother Toni)
Austin Pinto
Erin Pinto
Verna Polcyn
Edward Pomeroy
Duane & Tracy Prowse
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Donna Radtke
Tiina Randoja & her book club
Mary Rankin
Esther Rausenberg
Annette Reinhart
Pearl Richard
April & TJ Richardson
David Richardson
Jeff Richardson & Robin Cardozo
Carlo Giovanni Ariguznaga Rivera
Wendy Robbins
Michael Rouse
Barb Royce Payne
Alejandro Sánchez
Patricia Saull
Jane Saxton
Gail Schacter
Gary Schel
Kathleen & Bernie Schonbacher
Mary Sherlock
Jay Sherwin
Fay Sims
Susan Snelling
Fred Snyder
Karen Southgate
Barbara Stark
Alvin Starkman
Ronald Stasiuk
Pam Stellick
Helen Strock
Connie Tarkanan
Sharon Thomson
Mary Tubbs
United Way of Eastern Ontario
Jo-Anne Vandierendonck
William & Caroline Watts
Allison Welch
Nancy Wigston
Lynda Wilde
Maryann Wolters
Valerie Wong-Kan
Ted Wkyes & Judy Wahn
Kateryna Zaslavska
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CONTACT US
PO Box 23043
Belleville, ON
Canada
K8P 5J3
info@canfro.ca
www.canfro.ca
Follow us
on Facebook

Donations are tax-deductible in Canada.
Donations may be made via Interac e-Transfer, PayPal,
CanadaHelps, cheque, cash (in Oaxaca), or arranging a
legacy gift. canfro.ca/donate
Interested in volunteering with CANFRO?

2020/21

We can use help with project management, communications,
fundraising, event planning and grant proposal writing. As
little as two hours per month can make a difference - and be
a fun way to connect with other Canadians who love Oaxaca.

CANFRO'S 2020/2021
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Sandra Thomson, President & Project Manager
Penny Hopkins, Vice-President, Finance & Project Manager
Virginia Bartley, Secretary
Barb Royce Payne, Treasurer
Jeff Richardson, Director & Project Manager
Lynda Wilde, Director
Duane Webster, Director
Many thanks to volunteers Wendy Robbins, Jo-Anne Vandierendonck
and Jennifer Campbell for their help with Communications.

